
Some random guy is sprouting out some possibly true 
facts about oranges (AKA 15-18-1-14-7-5-19)!

There are at least 20 varieties of oranges in the world.
As they say, 1 orange a day keeps the doctor away.

The average orange tree is 11 feet tall.
About 5 people have died from an orange overdose.
Only about 20% of oranges are sold as a whole fruit.
The value of the orange crop a few years ago was 

estimated at 8 million dollars.
At least 5 people have consumed an orange.

The average person eats 12 pounds of oranges per 
year.

You may have gotten distracted looking at the clear, 
cloudless sky and fell into the ocean. Try to find your 
way to shore. 

Temporary break to enjoy trivia night! Have some fun:

A way which is opposite of out? 
A way to burrow in the ground? 

A symbol for the eighth element?

Oof, this sugar-free diet is really getting to you. 
Some fruit would be quite nice right now….

We stopped by Baskin Robbins but they seem to 
have some typing mishaps...

Neavolitan
Rasiberry Sorbet

Oistachio
American Lie

Mint Chie
Butter Tecan

Here are the only drinks this store offers:

Matcha
Jasmine Green

Honey Lemon Green
Peach Green

 What are you drinking?

Tips for Surviving College
Keep pressing on! Even when you feel you’re 

not reddy, keep going. 
This is the start of the next four years of your 

life. You can’t redo them.
Rediscover your old passions when things 

seem to be going poorly for you.
Respect everyone around you. Redefine your 

view of success; asking for help is okay!
 

Pot of Gold
Applicant’s comment: I used to have a penpal! His name was Roy G. Biv. 

He still sends me various letters sometimes.

lemon turnips starfruit

celery banana cauliflower

carrots pineapple spinach

4: Pot of Gold


